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Happy Howie’s, Inc. Wins Food and Agriculture Award from Corp! Magazine

DETROIT – Happy Howie’s, Inc. has been named a 2018 Corp! Magazine winner of the Food and Agriculture Awards.

During 2017, Happy Howie’s Inc. grew by 57 percent. In 2018 the company will further expand manufacturing by purchasing additional equipment and ovens.

“We have expanded our on-hand inventory and have decreased our shipping times to within one week… Because of all of our changes we have continued to grow our sales, and we have been able to hire more reliable employees, therefore helping our bottom line,” said David Collado, president of Happy Howie’s, Inc.

Michigan’s Food and Agriculture industry is the second largest economic sector for the State of Michigan. Corp! Magazine honored the companies that continue to make this industry a source of pride and economic growth Monday, April 9, 2018 at the Michigan Celebrates Food and Agriculture Gala.

“In addition to honoring food producers and processors, Corp! also recognizes creativity and success within the food-related retail sector, including restaurants and other storefront operations. We consider them a vital part of the web that literally injects flavor into the lives of Michigan residents,” wrote Mike Turner, Corp! Magazine.

For more information about Corp! Magazine and the Food and Agriculture Awards, please visit www.corpmagazine.com.
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